Contribution of ventral and dorsal mesoderm to primitive and definitive erythropoiesis in the salamander Hynobius retardatus.
Previously, we found that the conversion of hemoglobins (Hbs) from the larval to the adult type occurred within a single erythroid cell population in a salamander, Hynobius retardatus ("Hb switching" model), whereas the transition involves replacement of red-blood-cell (RBC) populations ("RBC replacement" model) in many amphibians (M. Yamaguchi, H. Takahashi, and M. Wakahara, 2000, Dev. Gene Evol. 210, 180-189). To further characterize the Hb transition, developmental changes in the erythropoietic sites have been intensively analyzed using larval- and adult-specific globin antibodies and globin and GATA-3 RNA probes. Cells of the ventral blood island (VBI) and the dorsolateral plate (DLP) in embryos differentiate in situ to erythroid cells that contain larval globin mRNA, suggesting that both the VBI and the DLP contribute to "primitive" erythropoiesis. In contrast, the expression pattern of the GATA-3 gene suggests that cells of the DLP may contribute to "definitive" hematopoiesis. In order to determine whether it is possible to define a definitive erythropoiesis in H. retardatus or not, further experiments were done: (1) when metamorphosing larvae were treated with phenylhydrazine to induce anemia and then bled at the postmetamorphic stage after recovery from the anemia, a precocious Hb transition was observed in these animals; (2) an RBC population expressing only adult Hb was confirmed by subtracting the number of RBCs expressing larval Hb from the total number of RBCs during metamorphosis. All these results support the existence of a definitive erythroid cell population that contributes only adult RBCs in this species.